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The People's Republic of China Confronts Taiwan
James H. Hughes1
Englewood, Colorado
The author examines the Chinese military threat to Taiwan and
after a brief historical synopsis proceeds to assess PRC preparations
for a possible invasion of Taiwan, detailing the technology and
resources available for a PRC assault and Taiwanese resistance.
Key Words: China, PRC, Taiwan, Taiwan Strait, military strength.

Taiwan is located in a position of great strategic importance.
During World War II the island was used as a staging area for Japan's
invasion of the Philippines, Indochina, and the Dutch East Indies, and
as a base for Japanese kamikaze attacks against U.S. naval forces
operating off Luzon island in the Philippines.
It sits astride the Taiwan Strait, one of the most heavily traveled
sea lanes in the world, and consequently lies across Japan's lifeline of
oil from the Middle East. An independent Taiwan is therefore
important to Japan,1 and Taiwan has sought closer ties to its former
master.2 However, Japan's post-World War II Constitution severely
restricts the size of its military, with current defense expenditures
running at only around one percent of its Gross Domestic Product
(GDP), compared with U.S. expenditures which are close to three
percent of GDP. Significantly, however, Japan's new prime minister,
the popular Junichiro Koizumi elected in May 2001, favors a stronger
military and closer ties with the United States.3 He has shown a
favorable attitude toward Taiwan and, in spite of China's opposition,
supported former Taiwan President Lee Teng-hui's application for a
Japanese visa.4
U.S. policy toward Taiwan takes into consideration the importance
of a free Taiwan to Japan,5 as also to New Zealand and Australia,
which latter has strong trading ties with Japan, exporting much of its
iron and natural resources to Japan.6
Taiwan is of strategic importance to another key U.S. ally, South
Korea. Referring to the mutual trade relations and common bonds of
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democracy which link South Korea, Taiwan and Japan, Taiwan's Vice
President Annette Lu has proposed the formation of a Northeast Asian
alliance between the three countries.7
But Taiwan's strategic geographical position is also of interest to
the People's Republic of China (PRC), since to China it is a door to
the Philippines and the western Pacific, with its vast ocean expanse
dotted with islands - including Guam and the Northern Mariana
Islands. But while Beijing sees Taiwan as a door opening on to the
western Pacific, the United States sees it as an outpost of democracy,
and has maintained strong historical ties with its government. During
the Korean War, when the U.S. military were openly confronted by
Chinese troops fighting alongside the North Koreans, the United States
interposed its 7th Fleet in the Taiwan Strait to discourage any possible
Chinese attack on Taiwan, while providing military and economic aid
to Taiwan, and in 1954 it signed a mutual defense treaty with Taiwan.
This remained in force until 1978, when the U.S. government decided
to recognize the PRC, but even since then the U.S. has not failed to
recognize the strategic value of Taiwan.8 A free Taiwan has immense
strategic value for the United States.
The Historic Background

Taiwan was a thinly populated island, largely unsettled, until
Western European nations began to use it in the late 1500's and 1600's
as an entry port into China. China was aware of Taiwan's existence
since around the 3rd century A.D., but did not settle it. Starting from
the late 1500's, the Portuguese, Dutch, Spanish, and French ruled or
occupied parts of Taiwan intermittently. The Portuguese were first in
1590, naming the island Una Formosa (the Beautiful Island).
Beginning in the 1600's, Chinese from nearby coastal provinces
began to migrate to Taiwan to work as laborers, or to flee famines and
wars in China. Chinese and Japanese pirates also used the island. In
1662, the half-Japanese, half-Chinese pirate Cheng Cheng-kung, also
known as Koxinga, overthrew the Dutch. A loyalist to the Ming
dynasty, he used Taiwan as a base of opposition against the newly
installed Ching (Manchu) dynasty that had just defeated the Ming
dynasty.
By 1683, Taiwan had fallen to the control of the Ching (Manchu)
Emperors. It then became a county of Fujian (Fukien) province.
There followed a period of about two hundred years, from the 1680's
through 1894, during which China attempted to impose its rule on
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Taiwan, but frequent insurrections and rebellions meant that Taiwan
remained only under nominal Chinese control.
Thus. Taiwan was never a province of China until the late 1880's
when the decaying Manchu dynasty, in an attempt to forestall Japan's
second expansion southward down the Ryukyu Island chain, declared
Taiwan to be a Chinese province. Facing conflict over competing
claims to Taiwan and Korea, China and Japan came to blows in the
Sino-Japanese War of 1894-1895. Humiliated and defeated by Japan,
in 1895 China ceded Taiwan under the terms of the Treaty of
Shimonoseki.
From 1895 through 1945, Japan ruled Taiwan, putting down the
Taiwan Republic that was briefly set up in 1895. While Japanese
occupation was harsh, Japan improved Taiwan's infrastructure of roads,
trains, agriculture, and hydroelectric power, laying the foundation for
much of Taiwan's future economic growth. China, however, did not
forget its claims to Taiwan.
During World War II, China pressed its claim for ownership of
Taiwan at the Cairo Conference of 1943 with the "big three" of
Churchill, Roosevelt, and Stalin. The big three agreed to Chiang
Kai-shek's request as head of the Chinese Nationalist government that
Taiwan be "returned to China." The agreement to assign Taiwan to
China, once Japan had been defeated, was made without Taiwan's
approval, an apparent violation of the Atlantic Charter which held that
territorial changes should be in accord with the freely expressed wishes
of the people concerned.9 Approval of Chiang Kai-shek's request was,
however, understandable. The "big three" were focused on Hitler, and
President Roosevelt, seeing China as an important ally in the war
against Japan, was sympathetic to Chiang's request.
On October 25, 1945, therefore, Taiwan was turned over to Chiang
Kai-shek's Nationalist troops. First welcomed by the Taiwanese as
liberators from Japanese rule, the Chinese Nationalists (Kuomintang)
quickly lost popularity as they sought to essentially maintain Japanese
colonial institutions - substituting Chinese mainlanders for Japanese.
When in early 1947 the Taiwanese middle class demanded more
influence, the Nationalists responded with a massive policy of
repression. Thousands of Taiwanese intellectuals and professionals
were arrested, imprisoned, or simply disappeared, and thirty years
passed before a new generation of Taiwanese political leaders emerged
and Taiwanese resentment subsided.
In 1949, following the defeat of the Chinese Nationalists by the
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People's Liberation Army led by Mao Tse Tung, Chiang Kai-shek
retreated to Taiwan with a million and a half Chinese Nationalists.
There they imposed martial law over the next four decades, maintaining
their rule by tight control of the police, military, media, and political
and educational systems, even though they made up only 15 percent of
Taiwan's population.
In 1952 the San Francisco Peace Treaty formally concluding World
War II with Japan was signed. In that treaty Japan formally conceded
sovereignty over Taiwan, but the treaty did not return Taiwan to China,
now ruled by the PRC. Instead it concluded that"... the future status
of Taiwan will be decided in accord with the purposes and principles of
the Charter of the United Nations."10 As Article 1.2 of the United
Nations Charter states that one of its purposes is 'To develop friendly
relations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal
rights and self-determination of peoples...," the treaty left Taiwan to
determine its own future.
But Taiwan did not declare independence from China after the San
Francisco Peace Treaty. The Nationalists considered that they were
still the legitimate leaders of The Republic of China (ROC), even
though they controlled only Taiwan. Indeed, they represented China in
the United Nations, and claimed to represent all the Mainland Chinese
who were now under Communist rule, The Republic of China being the
name adopted under Sun Yat Sen following the overthrow of Imperial
rule and the introduction of a system of elected government in China
in 1911. The Chinese Nationalists believed they would someday return
to China to supplant the Communists, and seeing Taiwan as the
legitimate heir to Sun Yat Sen's Republic of China, insisted that
Taiwan was a part of China - the question of independence from China
simply did not arise.
Under Chinese Nationalist rule, Taiwan made substantial economic
and political progress. Following Chiang Kai-shek's death in 1975,
control passed to his son, Chiang Ching-kuo who pursued a policy of
political liberalization that transformed Taiwan into the vibrant
democracy that it is today. In 1987 martial law was lifted, and the
formation of political parties outside the KMT (Kuomintang or Chinese
Nationalist Party) was allowed.
Chiang Ching-kuo also took steps to integrate native Taiwanese
into local political office, and opened the KMT party to native
Taiwanese and mainland Chinese Nationalists alike. In line with
opening the KMT to native Taiwanese, Chiang mentored and promoted
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a Taiwanese university professor, Lee Teng-hui, to various high offices,
culminating in Lee's appointment as Vice-President.
Following Chiang Ching-kuo's death in 1988, Lee Teng-hui became
President. Lee continued Chiang's process of democratization. In
1996, in Taiwan's first presidential election,. Lee Teng-hui ran for
president in a multi-party election and won. But immediately prior to
the election, the PRC chose to fire ballistic missiles close to Taiwan in
a show of force, being particularly riled when Lee visited his Alma
Mater, Cornell University, and publicly suggested that the PRC should
negotiate with Taiwan on a "special state-to-state basis."
Marking Taiwan's political progress, in March 2000, in a three way
race, Chen Shui-bian led the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) to
victory in the election for president. Former President Lee Teng-hui,
well into his seventies, did not run. The DPP advocated independence
for Taiwan, arid promised to check the corruption (popularly known as
"black gold")11 associated with the KMT following a public scandal over
the purchase of six Lafayette class frigates from France involving
kickbacks and the murder of Taiwanese naval Captain Yin Ching-feng.12
This side of the KMT stemmed from its past association with Chinese
warlords during the struggle against Communism on the mainland.
The election of Chen Shui-bian as president marked the transition
of Taiwan into a full-fledged, modern democracy. Taking office in May
2000, Chen Shui-bian, keenly aware of the PRC's threat to attack to
Taiwan if it declared independence, tempered his pro-independence
stance to reduce the risk of war. As a gesture of goodwill, in January
2001 Chen Shui-bian initiated the three "mini-links" of mail, trade, and
tourism between the Chinese mainland and offshore Taiwanese islands
of Kinmen and Matsu.13
For its part, the PRC rebuffs Chen's offers to negotiate and
continues its arms buildup across the Strait.14 The PRC occasionally
signals that it is willing to negotiate. But the PRC is preparing for war.
It is pursuing an aggressive campaign of diplomacy to isolate Taiwan.
It seeks to create division within Taiwan by promoting "friendship" with
Chen Shui-bian's political opponents, the Kuomintang (KMT) and
People First Party (PFP).15 The PRC's pretensions alarmed even PFP
Chairman James Soong to warn a group of PFP legislators visiting
China to be "careful" of not being used by Beijing.16
Taiwan's Defense
Taiwan's defense hinges on its air power.

It has focused on
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building a modern air force to repel a Chinese invasion and air and
naval attacks. Its air force consists primarily of jet fighters, which may
be used as fighter-bombers. It does not have heavy bombers.
Taiwan's air force is comprised of 130 new IDFs (Indigenously
Designed Fighters), 146 U.S. F-16As, 58 French Mirage 2000-5s, and
144 upgraded F-5E/Fs which are used primarily for training.17 In April
20001 Taiwan brought its Mirages into full operational service, and it
plans to bring its F-16s into full service in February 2002.18 It also has
four E2-T AWACS aircraft.19
Besides its air force, Taiwan's air defense system includes
ground-based radar, like the top secret Sungshan radar station on top
of Taipei's Yangmingshan mountain, 1000 meters high, which is one of
four control and reporting centers for its air defense network. Under
the control of the Air Force's anti-aircraft operations center in
Kungkuan, Taipei, the Sungshan radar station monitors and identifies
aircraft, and provides real time information. It is one of five radar
stations the PRC threatened to destroy with missiles in 1996. It is
protected by three batteries of Patriots deployed around Taipei.20
In 2000 the United States approved the sale to Taiwan of an
AN/FPS-U5 PAVE PAWS radar with over-the-horizon capability,
which would give Taiwan the ability to view the PRC's interior aircraft
movements and ballistic missile launches.21 But this radar is as yet only
in the process of being purchased. It was sold as a compromise to the
sale of the Aegis radar to which the PRC objected.
Taiwan's jet fighters are equipped with Sparrow, Sidewinder, and
Magic (for Mirages) air-to-air missiles. Taiwan has also produced its
own air-to-air missile, the Sky Sword II also called the Tien Chien II or
TC-2, which has its own radar seeker. This is reputed to be similar to
the U.S. AIM-120 (AMRAAM).22
The TC-II has a longer range than the AIM-120, but in 2000
Taiwan purchased 200 AIM-120Cs, which are still considered superior
because of their lighter, more powerful rocket thruster and accurate
homing electronics. Taiwanese pilots have test-fired the AIM-120 but
the AIM-120s are being stored in the United States because of a
requirement that the PRC first deploy the AA-12 (R-77) surface-to-air
missile it purchased from Russia, which it apparently has since done.23
Taiwan's air force has air-to-grourtd weapons such as Harpoon and
Maverick. In 2001 it is taking delivery of a new batch of Mavericks,
improving Taiwan's ability to threaten nearby targets in the PRC as
part of its deterrent.24 In 2000 Taiwan purchased 48 AN/ALQ-184
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electronic countermeasure pods and 39 Pathfinder/Sharpshooter
navigation and targeting pods for its F-16s.25
Along with air-to-ground weapons Taiwan has developed the TC2A from the Sky Sword II missile. This is an anti-radiation missile
which will have an expected range of 74 km to 90 km and can be used
for counter-attacking the PRC's air defense radar stations along its
southeastern coast.26
Taiwan's air force is deployed over a handful of air bases. Its IDFs
are based at the Ching Chuan Kang air.base in Taichung and the
Tainan air base on the islands low lying western coastal plain: a small
number are occasionally deployed offshore in the Penghu islands. Its
Mirages are based at Hsinchu on the northwest coast. Its F-16s are
based at Chiayi and Hualien in the east. Its F-5E/Fs are based at
Taitung.27
While Taiwan's air bases, radar stations, naval bases and other
major military facilities are mostly unhardened and vulnerable to air
attack, the Chiashan air base at Hualien on the east side was hollowed
out of a mountain, as was the Chihhang air base at Taitung, a smaller
version of the Chiashan base. These bases on the eastern part of the
island, part of the "Chienan" project, were designed to preserve the air
force from an attack by the PRC.28
To improve its air force, Taiwan plans to develop cluster bombs.
It plans to develop a stealth paint for the IDF, improve its fuel
capacity, and give it in-flight refueling.29 It is also seeking a
next-generation stealth fighter, presumably the Joint Strike Fighter.30
Taiwan's air defenses include numbers of U.S.-made Patriots
(PAC-2 plus), Hawk, Chaparral, Stinger, and Avenger surface-to-air
missiles, and the domestically produced Tien Kung or Sky Bow
surface-to-air missile operated by the Army. The Patriot can intercept
short-range ballistic missiles, but Taiwan does not have enough Patriots
to defend the entire island, having only 200 concentrated around
Taipei.31
Taiwan's Sky Bow II may have only a limited ballistic missile
defense capability.32 A program intended to upgrade its Sky Bow II
was left incomplete due to a shortfall in funding.33 Accordingly, Taiwan
has asked the United States to sell them better defenses against ballistic
missiles, including long-range radar like Aegis and next-generation
Patriots, and has upgraded its ballistic missile defense installations to
accommodate PAC-3.34
Long-range radar would improve Taiwan's missile launch warning
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times and allow for better fire control of its Patriots. Currently, Taiwan
has only a mere 90 seconds from detecting a ballistic missile attack to
launch its Patriots.35 As reported in April 2000 by the New York Times
in an interview with General Wang Chao-tai of Taiwan's Air Defense
Missile Command:
That 90-second warning time - Patriot radar systems pick up
incoming missiles on their final downward trajectory - also weighs
on General Wang's mind.
"We have the capacity to intercept their missiles," the general
repeated. "But if we had longer-range radar, we could make better
decisions." In the best of circumstances, Taiwan would have only six
to eight minutes, the estimated flight time from their inland
launching sites.36
In April of 2001 and 2000 Taiwan asked the U.S. to authorize them
to purchase Aegis destroyers, which, in addition to long-range radar,
feature a sophisticated battle management system that can keep track
of multiple targets. It also requested permission to purchase more
Patriots and for four Kidd-class destroyers (nicknamed the "Ayatollah"
class being originally built for Iran), P-3 submarine patrol aircraft,
diesel submarines, long-range radar, high-speed anti-radiation (HARM)
missiles, improved munitions, missiles, and battle management
capabilities, and the release of its AIM-120C missiles from the United
States to Taiwan.37
In 2001 a confidential review by U.S. naval officers concluded that
Taiwan needed a significant infusion of new weapons, including Aegis
destroyers. It concluded Taiwan needed new submarines, and an
underwater sonar array. It recognized the value of the Kidd-class
destroyers.38 While not equipped with Aegis, the Kidd-class would be
the largest destroyers in Taiwan's navy, and a step toward Aegis.39
Taiwan's request for submarines was criticized, striking "some Asia
specialists in Washington as odd."40 Yet submarines could be invaluable
in relieving a blockade. They could attack Chinese warships, engage in
anti-submarine warfare, and provide a deterrent.41 They could deploy
Taiwan's new, third-generation, anti-submarine mobile mine, the
WSM-III, a rocket-assisted, straight-rising mobile mine.42
The sale of submarines to Taiwan would require the United States
to re-develop its ability to produce diesel submarines: it has built only
nuclear-powered submarines since the 1960's. It could build diesel
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submarines, presumably with AIP (Air Independent Propulsion), using
designs from other countries.43 While Sweden, Netherlands, and
Germany have said they will not supply Taiwan because of agreements
with the PRC, other countries may.44 In addition, Taiwan's major
shipbuilder CSBC has said it is willing to build submarines if given help
with their design.45
Some have suggested that diesel submarines could prove a helpful
addition to the U.S. Navy even though they lack the range and speed
of nuclear submarines. Small, stealthy, diesel submarines could be
useful in the shallow waters of the South China Sea. At a minimum,
they could be used in anti-submarine warfare training.46 Pentagon
Director of Defense Research and Engineering Hans Mark has
advocated their acquisition.47
In 2001 the Bush administration denied Taiwan's request for Aegis
destroyers, but apparently left the door open for a later decision on an
"as-needed basis."48 It softened its denial with the sale of eight diesel
submarines and the four Kidd-class destroyers. It also agreed to sell 12
P-3C submarine patrol aircraft, Mk-48 torpedoes (but not the most
advanced version) MH-53E minesweeping helicopters, and other items.
It agreed to brief Taiwan on PAC-3.49 Even without Aegis, the arms
sale was welcomed by Taiwan.50
Strategy
Since Taiwan Strait is only 90-100 miles wide at points, it is easy
for the PRC to threaten Taiwan with ballistic missiles, air and naval
attack, and amphibious invasion, and even simply information warfare.
Taiwan's defense strategy has been based on maintaining a strong
army and using air and naval power to repel an invasion. To offset
Taiwan's vulnerability, President Chen Shui-bian has advocated a new
strategy of "offshore engagement."51 Under offshore engagement
Taiwan would attack Chinese invasion forces before they reached
Taiwan and offer retaliation with a "mobile strike" capability.52
To improve its offshore engagement capability, Taiwan plans to use
air and naval forces to attack nearby Chinese bases. For example,
Taiwan plans to use its new RGM-84L Harpoon anti-ship missiles in
counterattacks against important land targets as well as warships.53
With its longer range and greater maneuverability, the Harpoon is
expected to replace Taiwan's Hsiung Feng-II cruise missile on its Cheng
Kung-class frigates. The Hsiung Feng-II will be re-deployed to the
Ching Chiang-class patrol boats.54 Taiwan's development of a cruise
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missile is noteworthy.
Taiwan has developed a new ship-to-ship cruise missile, the Hsiung
Feng-TII, to balance the PRC's Russian-made "Sunburn" cruise missile.
Vertically launched, the Hsiung Feng-III has an estimated range of 600
km (360 miles) compared to 240 km for the Sunburn. Powered by a
ramjet, its speed is over Mach 2 like the Sunburn. The Hsiung Feng-III
is expected to be test-fired in April 2001 and enter production at the
end of 2001.55
Taiwan is also developing a short-range ballistic missile called the
Tien Chi to attack the PRC's military bases. Developed from the
one-stage Tien Kung-II, the Tien Chi is a two-stage rocket.56 As
reported by the Taipei Times in March 2001:
What we know is that Chung Shan has overcome the problem [stage
separation]. Now they have only one major problem to tackle what kind of warhead they want to use on the missile.. . Since the
Tien Chi is a variant of the Tien Kung-II, it has much the same
payload as the latter. The Tein Kung-II has a small payload of only
100kg.57
Taiwan's ballistic missile project is still under development. But it
shows a trend where Taiwan is willing to engage the PRC offshore.
Paradoxically, as the PRC threatens Taiwan with ballistic missiles,
unconfirmed reports indicate how in the 1980's the United States
pressured Taiwan from developing its Tien Ma (Sky Horse) ballistic
missile with a 1,000 km (620 mile) range.58 The importance of Taiwan's
strategy of offshore engagement was reported by CNN November 2000
in an interview with Andrew Yang of the Taipei Institute of Strategic
Studies:
The key to defending Taiwan's interests, said Yang, is to
"develop an offensive capability" that will enable the island to return
"retaliation toward the other side."59
Naval Forces and Army
Taiwan's lifeline depends on its sea-going trade. Taiwan has taken
care to build up its naval strength in frigates and destroyers to defend
it from invasion and blockade, and to conduct anti-submarine warfare.
Frigates equipped with ship-to-ship missiles can also provide a means
of retaliation.
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Taiwan's Kidd-class destroyers, expected to be delivered in 2003,
will upgrade its naval capabilities. While nearly 20 years old and
utilizing older technology, the Kidds have another 20 to 30 expected
years of service left in them and will provide a pragmatic step toward
Aegis at only about one-sixth the cost.60
The Kidd-class destroyers are 172 meters long, weigh 8,910 tons,
and are capable of 33 knots. They are powered by four gas turbines,
the same turbines used in Taiwan's Cheng Kung-class frigates,
simplifying maintenance and logistics. Their radar has an effective
range of 350 kilometers. They can fire four surface-to-air missiles
simultaneously within a range of 70 kilometers.61
The Kidds are equipped with SQS-53A sonar and carry sub-hunting
helicopters.62 They have eight tubes for launching Harpoon anti-ship
missiles, two five-inch guns, six torpedo tubes, and two Phalanx
close-in-weapons-systems for short-range defense.63
Purchase of the Kidds has been criticized, however, because of
concern over their large size making them a target for anti-ship missiles,
and a belief that small missile boats under 200 tons can better meet
Taiwan's defense needs.64 Missile patrol boats, relying on small size for
stealth do not, however, carry equipment or weapons for
anti-submarine warfare or air defense, which are needed for Taiwan's
defense.
Taiwan must be concerned with defeating submarines, naval
blockades, and air attacks, which requires larger vessels like the Kidds.
But this criticism over the Kidds brings up an important point - the
need for U.S. and Taiwanese naval forces to improve their cruise
missile defense, mine and torpedo (anti-submarine warfare) defenses.
Along with its future acquisition of Kidds, Taiwan has six modern
Lafayette-class frigates it bought from France and six Knox-class
frigates it bought from the United States.
It has seven
domestically-built Cheng Kung-class frigates patterned after the U.S.
Oliver Hazard Perry class, and is building an eighth Cheng Kung with
an estimated delivery time of 36 months.65
The Cheng Kung-class, at 4,200 tons, has anti-air, anti-surface, and
anti-submarine capabilities. It is equipped with two anti-submarine
helicopters. It carries eight Hsiung Feng-II surface-to-surface missiles,
and 40 Standard air defense missiles. It has a 76-mm (about 3 inches)
rapid-fire gun; two 40-mm anti-aircraft guns; a Phalanx close-in gun for
cruise missile defense; and torpedoes. The Cheng Kungs are based at
the Tsoying naval base in Kaohsiung, one of Taiwan's two major
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ports.66
Taiwan also has four World War II vintage U.S. Gearing-class
destroyers it plans to replace with the Kidds. It has other vessels such
as the Ching Chiang-class missile patrol boats, and assorted patrol boats
and minesweepers.67
Taiwan has two modern submarines it purchased from the
Netherlands in the 1980s: the Dutch Zwaardvis or "Sea Tiger" class,
which are small, stealth, and highly automated. Its two World War
II-vintage U.S. Guppy-class submarines are used for training.68 The
arms sale agreement by the U.S. to provide Taiwan with eight new
diesel submarines will mark a substantial improvement in its naval
capabilities.
Taiwan also has numerous, small amphibious vessels. In July 2000
it commissioned a 8,600-ton amphibious transport, a landing ship dock,
the largest ship in its navy.69 It would use its amphibious vessels to
reinforce its islands of Kinmen and Matsu offshore from the Chinese
mainland, and the Pescadore Islands which lie in the Taiwan Strait and
include Penghu Island with its air base.
Taiwan's army is equipped with relatively modern equipment such
as AH-1W attack helicopters, OH-58D scout helicopters, M-48H and
M-60A-3 tanks, anti-tank weapons, and howitzers. It is buying 100
domestically-produced multiple launch rocket system (MLRS) for
stopping amphibious landings, the 'Thunder 2000" developed by the
Chungshan Institute, which is expected to enter mass production in the
next two years. The Thunder 2000 will replace the aging Kung-Six
multiple barrel rocket system.70
The army is updating its short-range air defense missiles with the
U.S. Avenger that uses a HMMWV (high-mobility multi-purpose
wheeled vehicle) with a turret launcher in the rear armed with eight
Stinger missiles. Avenger is a short-range air defense system with a
maximum effective range of 4.5 km. Hawk and Patriot are longer
range.71
Ballistic Missiles
Taiwan relies heavily on its air and naval forces. The PRC believes
it can overcome Taiwan's strength by a preemptive strike against its air
and naval bases using ballistic missiles and information warfare, possibly
cruise missiles. A ballistic missile strike would be followed by air
attacks.72 Since the PRC has developed ballistic missiles with improved
accuracy, a salvo of ballistic missiles aimed at Taiwanese military bases
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and radar stations would be likely to knock them out or disrupt their
operation.
While Taiwan's 200 Patriots will provide some measure of defense
against a ballistic missile attack, the PRC has deployed more than 300
short-range ballistic missiles against Taiwan and has stepped-up their
production.73 And it plans to deploy 600 or more short-range missiles
against Taiwan.74
The PRC's short-range ballistic missile bases are inland and are
protected by air defenses. They have underground bunkers for storing
and protecting the missiles. As a result, it will be difficult for Taiwan
to mount a preemptive strike or counterattack against the PRC's
ballistic missile bases, putting Taiwan on the defensive.
Since Taiwan does not possess heavy bombers, counterattacks
against Chinese missile bases or forces will rely on fighters equipped
with a light payload of munitions or cruise missiles.
These
counterattacks will tend to be for counterforce missions - attacking
Chinese military forces near Taiwan. Except for its future acquisition
of submarines, Taiwan thus lacks a key element of deterrence - the
ability to threaten punishing retaliation.
In January 2001 a U.S. miliary mission warned that Taiwan was
vulnerable to a conventional air attack, and attacks using ballistic
missiles and information warfare. As reported by Agence France Presse
in January 2001:
Taiwan is ill-prepared for a military first strike by rival China
despite continuous efforts by the island to build up its defenses, it
was reported Sunday. "Taiwan's air and naval bases, radar stations,
and other major military facilities were weak in the capability of
resisting bombing . . ."
Sketching an invasion scenario in a recent report, Taiwan's defense
ministry said the PRC could launch missiles to paralyze the island's
political and economic establishment, followed by a blockade and air
and amphibious attacks. . . .The report also warned of the PRC's
increasing military capacity in other areas, such as cyberspace,
command and control center strikes, psychological attacks, and covert
operations.75
In January 2000, the Pentagon produced a 40-page classified report
warning 'Taiwan is far more vulnerable to attack from China than is
generally recognized because its isolated military has fallen behind
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technologically." It highlighted Taiwan's vulnerability to ballistic and
cruise missiles.76 Others have noted Taiwan's vulnerability, such as the
Henry L. Stimson Center.77 As noted in the Washington Post in April
2000:
The PLA has studied the American way of war closely - Chinese
military and strategic journals are loaded with such analyses - and
has learned a number of lessons. Many in the PLA believe that if
China decided to attack, it could employ massive missile strikes to
cripple Taiwan's capital, Taipei, in the same way that American
forces used cruise missiles and "stealth" aircraft to render Belgrade
defenseless....
As devastating as such strikes would be, their real importance
would be to leave the country defenseless to subsequent attacks by
bombers and fighter planes. Missile strikes would have a good chance
of catching Taiwan's air force in its hangers and rendering Taiwan's
military airfields useless for a significant period, offsetting the primary
advantage Taiwan now holds over the PLA as well as complicating
America's resupply and reinforcement efforts. Since Taiwan's most
modern aircraft are based at just three airfields, fewer than 50 missiles
could cripple Taiwanese air operations.
Other strikes would target Taiwan's command and control networks
and air defense radars. These fixed sites, most of which are well-known
to Chinese military intelligence, are extremely vulnerable. Such a
preemptive attack also would leave the United States with few
attractive military options to defend Taiwan.78
This finding about Taiwan's vulnerability is hinted at in a
December 2000 Pentagon report noting the importance of ballistic
missiles and information warfare to the PRC's war plans and key gaps
in its ability to assess conflict between the PRC and Taiwan.79 The
importance of ballistic missiles to the PRC's war plans is illustrated in
how it launched six M-9 ballistic missiles off Taiwan in 1995, and
launched four M-9 missiles off Taiwan in 1996 in an attempt to
influence Taiwan's presidential election.
Painfully aware of its vulnerability to ballistic missiles, Taiwan has
asked to purchase better missile defenses such as Aegis destroyers with
their advanced radar. Taiwan knows it needs improved, long-range
radar, and longer range interceptors. The Taiwanese military has asked
for more funding for ballistic missile defense, but its government has
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been hampered by budget shortfalls caused in part by Taiwan's
economic downturn.80
Information Warfare
Aware of its vulnerability to information warfare, Taiwan has been
improving its information warfare capabilities. These improvements
include development of improved computer security systems in a
project codenamed "Chilian," and development of a protective shield to
defend computer systems against possible electromagnetic pulse (emp)
bomb attacks in a project codenamed "Maihu."81
Chihan, Maihu, and similar projects are to begin in 2001 and last
for four years. They are among 11 new projects for strengthening
Taiwan's defenses. Taiwan also plans to modernize its radar system.
This project, codenamed "Anyu," will replace Taiwan's older twodimensional radar systems with three-dimensional radar systems and
automated control. It is expected to be completed in 2004.82
In addition, iaJ.998, Taiwan started, panning for its first
infoxmafioii warfare ."iPiLJiO.. couPlCiL thfi, .PRr"AigrpvK]n(g st.r.&MgjtlJ ,ui
information warfare.83 This unit, comprising nearly a battalion of
specialized troopy-is independent of~aay-sefvice .and- under -the.4ife-eicontrol of the office of the chief of the general staff.84 It was .put into
operation in January 2001, and is expected to be enlarged and
strengthened in the future.85
The growing importance of information warfare to Taiwan is noted
by Lieutenant General Abe Lin, director of the Communication
Electronics and Information Bureau (CEIB) under the Ministry of
National Defense in an interview with the Taipei Times in November
2000:
Our defense spending for the next year is to prioritize the
development of IW and electronic warfare capabilities. Investments
in the two areas, as well as relevant C4ISR [command, control,
communication, computer, intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance] fields are to account for 23 percent, or [about] one
fourth, of the total budget.86
With its focus information warfare, Taiwan introduced a simulated
computer maneuver with its annual military exercise, Hankuang No. 17,
held in March 2001.87 But in spite of Taiwan's progress in information
warfare, the Taiwan Research Institute has called for more support for
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information warfare, noting the PRC's mounting military threat and
Taiwan's need for an effective battle management system.88
Defense Spending
Taiwan's military possesses certain strengths. It has, in addition,
developed new weapons such as cruise missiles, jet fighters, and
beyond-visual-range air-to-air missiles. But Taiwan also has areas of
weakness going beyond its vulnerability to ballistic missiles and
information warfare which may be attributable to declining defense
budgets.
But while Taiwan has decreased its defense budget, it has
attempted to do so under a modernization program focused on
reducing its numbers of personnel while acquiring new weapons, using
the same strategy which the PLA has adopted for its own
modernization program.
Taiwan plans to modernize its forces over the next five years and
continue streamlining personnel under the Chingshih program. Under
the Chingching project, Taiwan trims the military from 386,000 to
350,000 personnel while enhancing its electronic warfare and early
warning capabilities, information warfare, and purchasing new arms.
Four years ago, Taiwan's military numbered 450,000.89 In comparison,
the PLA has streamlined its forces by cutting roughly 500,000
personnel.
Nonetheless, cutbacks to military personnel begun under the
Chingshih streamlining project have created a logjam in promotion for
lower grade officers, affecting morale.90 A few disaffected mid-ranking
officers are taking early retirement and going to the PRC, such as
retired ex-department chief Pan Hsi-hsien, where they pose a security
risk.91 In 2001 Taiwan's Ministry of National Defense was censured for
reserve training behind required levels.92
In the Air Force, Taiwan faces a shortage of pilots especially for
its F-16s; but the air force is taking steps to correct this shortage,
having announced a series of reforms.93 In the Navy, Taiwan's
Lafayette class frigates need maintenance, and their machine guns are
rusting.94 Its 26 S-2T anti-submarine aircraft are falling apart with only
six out of 26 operational.95 Its request to purchase new P-3
anti-submarine patrol aircraft is based in part on the aging condition of
its S-2Ts.
While Taiwan has a credible number of frigates for anti-submarine
warfare, the decaying condition of its anti-submarine patrol aircraft
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would hamper it against the PRC's more than 60 submarines. If the
PRC were to achieve dominance in the air or launch a preemptive
strike against Taiwan's naval forces, Taiwan would be pressed. The
island is susceptible to blockade.
In July 2000 Taiwan's defense budget shortfalls caused the Chief
of the General Staff, General Tang Yao-ming to attack former Premier
Tang Fei, himself a retired general, for failing to increase defense
spending citing a breach in promises made months earlier when Tang
Fei served as defense minister and promised to raise defense spending
from its current 2.7 to 3.5 percent of GDP.96 Yet, President Chen
Shui-bian has sought to support the military, participating, for example,
in its Hankuang No. 16 military exercise for meeting a Chinese attack.97
Taiwan's defense budget for fiscal 2001 was cut to NT$271.9 billion
(US $8.5 billion) from an original projection of NT$320 billion.98
Defense spending now accounts for only 16.91 percent of the
government's total budget, the lowest percent in decades. In
comparison, in fiscal 1991, defense spending represented 30.34 percent
of the government's total budget, reflecting a shift toward non-defense
spending priorities.99
Taiwan's cut in defense spending reflects its budget shortfalls and
economic downturn. It also reflects fighting between the DPP and
KMT in the legislative Yuan where, for example, KMT legislators
threatened to delete more than NT$200 million from the first stage of
acquisition of the Pave Paws radar, and the National Huwei Institute
of Technology had its budget cut by NT$1 million merely because it
invited Vice President Annette Lu to speak.100
While this reduction in its defense budget may be seen as a test of
Taiwan's commitment to its own defense, the United States has very
little to say when it, for example, has neglected its defense against
ballistic missiles. Taiwan's defense against ballistic missiles is imperfect,
but the United States has no defense against ballistic missiles.
Taiwan is a democracy like the United States, the Western
European nations, and other countries where defense spending
competes with social programs. Increases in defense spending are
almost always unpopular unless threats are clearly established and the
political will is exercised to meet those threats.
In addition, Taiwan has been influenced by a belief that its
investment and trade with the PRC make it unreasonable for the PRC
to attack it.101 It believes its role as an international supplier of
computers provides it with a "silicon shield."102 Similar beliefs are held
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by the United States, which believes that trade with the PRC and its
engagement in international organizations will bring about peaceful
relations.
The desultory support the United States gave Taiwan in its
purchase of new weapons until April 2001, and U.S. arms-control and
non-proliferation have de-emphasized the importance of a strong
defense for Taiwan.103 Responsibility must be accepted for how the
United States stopped Taiwan from its nascent nuclear weapons
program in the 1980's, pressured it to mothball its Sky Horse ballistic
missile program, and severely limited contact between its military and
the Pentagon.104
The U.S. emphasis on negotiations has not contributed to Taiwan's
defense.105 However, the United States has sold Taiwan modern
weapons when other countries would not because of opposition from
the PRC.
Investment in Technology
Taiwan's investment in research and development is declining,
affecting its economy. This has happened in part because of its
investment in the PRC.106 For example, Taiwan's research and
development budget grew an average of 10.7 percent annually between
1994 and 1999, but dropped to 8 percent in 2000 due to its economic
slowdown.107
Taiwan's private investment in research and development grew an
average of 16 percent annually between 1997 and 1998, but dropped to
8.9 percent in 1999. As a percent of GDP, its spending for research
and development was 2.05 percent compared to 2.84 percent for the
United States, 2.98 percent for Japan, and 2.89 percent for South
Korea.108
The PRC has benefited from Taiwanese investment in advanced
technology and industry. This investment, focused on computer chip
manufacturing and petrochemicals, is estimated at $40 billion or
more.109 Taiwan's investment in the PRC was noted by Taiwan's Vice
President Annette Lu, as reported by the Taipei Times in January 2001:
Lu said that 40 percent of Taiwan's total foreign investment is
in the PRC, and two-thirds of that amount is invested in electronics
and high technology. Despite political rivalry, Taiwan businesses
have poured more than US$40 billion into the PRC, attracted by a
giant market, cheap land and labor, and a common language and
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culture.110
But investment in advanced technology supports the technological
and industrial base for developing advanced military weapons. Modern
warfare depends heavily on advanced technology and its infrastructure
of industry, science, education, and research and development. Taiwan,
like the United States, is inadvertently assisting the PRC develop its
technological base for modern warfare.
Public policy both in Taiwan and the United States needs to
recognize how investment in a foreign country, although it may be
attractive in the short-term in a business sense, may not be in a
country's best interest. Public policy must recognize national need for
capital investments to improve productivity, and maintain a strong
technological and industrial base for defense.
Taiwan and the United States need to recognize that investment in
the PRC does not necessarily lead to peace. If investment and trade
with the PRC could buy peace and freedom, Taiwan has shown that it
does not.
The PRC's Preparations
The PRC's preparations are such as would facilitate a surprise
attack on Taiwan using information warfare and ballistic missiles,
"winning victory with one strike" using a strategy of "asymmetrical"
assault.111 It plans to leverage its military power by taking advantage
of the benefits of a surprise attack that seizes the initiative and puts the
other side on the defensive.
The PRC plans to disrupt Taiwan's C4I,
and attack Taiwan's radar, air defenses, air and naval bases, and other
military bases using information warfare, and ballistic and cruise
missiles.112 The PRC's 300-400 M-ll and M-9 short-range ballistic
missiles deployed near Taiwan give it the ability to strike a swift,
powerful blow.
The PRC's M-ll and M-9 missiles have ranges of about 200 to 400
miles.113 The M-ll missile, also known as the DF-11 or CSS-7, has a
shorter range than the M-9, which is also known as the DF-15 or
CSS-6. The PRC is deploying hundreds of its new CSS-7 Mod 2
missiles, a longer range version of the CSS-7 with a range of 300
miles.114
The CSS-7 Mod 2s are expected to carry several types of warheads,
including high-explosives, cluster bombs, and fuel-air explosives. It may
carry small nuclear warheads such as the small Chinese nuclear
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warhead the CIA believes was built using U.S. technology for the W-88
warhead.115
The PRC is deploying its CSS-7 at new missile bases at Xianyou,
135 miles from Taiwan, and Yongan, 220 miles from Taiwan, in the
coastal province of Fujian. Each base is estimated to house a brigade
of 16 truck launchers and 97 CSS-7 missiles, and has tunnels underground bunkers - for storing the missiles.116
A third, older, missile base is located at Leping, 362 miles from
Taipei in the province of Jiangxi. It has a brigade of about 100 of the
older, longer-range CSS-6 missiles, and is "brigade headquarters" for all
PLA ballistic missile units near Taiwan.117
The deployment of short-range ballistic missiles in Fujian province
has also been reported at Xienyu, Pingtan, and Lienchen.118 In addition
it has been reported that the PRC has established a CSS-6 missile
"training base" at Fuzhou, directly across the Taiwan Strait from
Taipei.119
The PRC is increasing its production of CSS-7s from a factory at
Yuanan, about 175 miles west of the provincial capital of Wuhan in
Hubei province. The Yuanan factory, part of the Sanjiang missile
group, is being expanded.120 Intelligence estimates of the PRC adding
50 short-range missiles a year against Taiwan may need to be revised.121
In addition to its ballistic missiles, the PRC is increasing its air
power, buying 48 Su-27 fighters from Russia, and licensing production
of 200 more Su-27s, designated the F-ll (Jian-11).122 The PRC is
currently producing around 10 to 20 Su-27s annually.123
In addition, in June 1999 the PRC signed a contract to buy 72
Su-30MK fighters and license production of 250 Su-30MKs. It is
receiving Su-30s from Russia.124 The Su-27 and Su-30 jet fighters are
roughly comparable to the U.S. F-16 and F-15. In addition, some
analysts report that the PRC has received hundreds, not "several dozen"
Russian jet fighters and bombers.125
The PRC is basing many of its new fighters near Taiwan. It is
deploying 10 new squadrons (a squadron in the Chinese Air Force
comprises roughly four to eight aircraft) in the Nanjing military region
500 km (300 miles) from Taiwan. These squadrons are made up of
four squadrons of Su-27s, four squadrons of the Chinese-built J-8
fighter, and two squadrons of the Chinese-built Hung-7 bomber. The
fighters deployed near Taiwan used to be the outdated Jian-6.126
These new squadrons mark a significant build up in the PRC's air
force.127 With its buildup of air power, the PRC has become
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increasingly aggressive in challenging Taiwan's airspace using its Su-27s,
similar to the EP-3 incident.128
In addition to its acquisition of new fighters, The PRC is
developing the ability to project air power at long ranges. It has
developed, for example, the Shaanxi Y-8 long-range maritime patrol
craft equipped with the British Skymaster maritime search radar for
prolonged surveillance in the South China Sea, which will be able to
detect small boats and even submarine periscopes at more than a
hundred nautical miles.129
The PRC is also purchasing the Russian A-50 AWACS, and is
planning another attempt to buy the Israeli Phalcon Early Warning
Airborne Radar, which the U.S. successfully opposed in 2000.130 The
acquisition by the PRC of AWACS will substantially improve its
projection of air power.
In addition, with Russian assistance, the PRC is modifying its
Hung-6 bombers and Russian made 11-76 transports to provide aerial
refueling, enabling it to project air power across the South China Sea.131
Aerial refueling will extend the range of the PRC's fighters, enabling
them to challenge U.S. air superiority.
In addition to its growing air power, the PRC is strengthening its
air defenses near Taiwan, building a new air defense base in the city
of Zhangzhou about 175 miles due west of Taiwan, and equipping it
with road-mobile Russian S-300s surface-to-air missiles (SAMs). In its
1996 military maneuvers the PRC temporarily deployed S-300s at
Fuzhou, further to the north.132
The Russian S-300 is an advanced, mobile air defense missile for
intercepting aircraft and cruise missiles. It is a family of air defense
missiles that includes the SA-10, SA-12, SA-15, and SA-20. It has a
range of up to 200 kilometers. Some models can intercept short-range
ballistic missiles that have a slower reentry vehicle.133
U.S. electronic warfare specialists say some radars used by the
S-300 family are impossible to jam with current U.S. equipment.
Russian radars can spread pulse signals over a broad bandwidth, vary
waveform, and change polarization; a battery of radar transmitters can
network target data and take turns transmitting to avoid being hit by
anti-radiation missiles.134
Deployed at Zhangzhou, the S-300 can provide air defense out to
Taiwan's Penghu Islands (the Pescadores). Deployed at Fuzhou, it
could intercept aircraft as far as Hsinchu on Taiwan's west coast.135
The PRC surface-to-air missile base at Zhangzhou is part of an
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effort to defend a major air base at Zhangzhou where over the past two
years it has deployed 24 H-5 fighter-bombers, six F-7 fighters, F-8
reconnaissance aircraft, and other aircraft, which fly the Taiwan
Strait.136
Along with its inventory of about 120 S-300 surface-to-air missiles,
the PRC is developing the FT-2000 surface-to-air missile system as an
enhanced version of the Russian S-300. It will have greater targeting
capabilities, including ground targets, and longer range.137 The PRC
has also developed the CSA-1 surface-to-air missile.138
In November of 2000, the PRC revealed a new, supersonic,
anti-ship and anti-radar cruise missile capable of being launched across
the Taiwan Strait.
It would be carried by the PRC's JH-7
fighter-bomber.139 Anticipating retaliatory air strikes by Taiwan, the
PRC is also deploying surface-to-air missiles to protect Hong Kong and
the neighboring city of Shenzhen, the PRC's prosperous economic zone
set up to attract foreign investment and technology. The PLA has set
up four surface-to-air missile camps: one in Daya Bay where a nuclear
power plant is located, another in Shenzhen, and two on nearby,
outlying islands. At least nine advanced air defense warning systems
have been set up in Shenzhen's downtown area.140
To protect its short-range ballistic missile and other military bases
in Fujian, the PRC is deploying the Russian Tor Ml surface-to-air
missile. It has deployed at least 100 companies of Tor-Mis. Each
company is comprised of 4 launchers capable of simultaneously
launching 8 missiles that have a range of up to 40 km (24 miles) and
altitude up to 12 km (7 miles).141
The PRC has. also deployed hundreds of Qianwei missile-artillery
air defense systems, which are copied from the Russian Tunguska. And
it has deployed thousands of its own surface-to-air missiles and artillery
units.142
The PRC is also developing an early warning radar to detect
stealth aircraft by monitoring disruptions in commercial radio and TV
signals - a Passive Coherent Location detection system.143
To strengthen its navy the PRC has purchased two Russian
Sovremenny destroyers equipped with SS-N-22 "Sunburn" supersonic
cruise missile, and plans to buy two more Sovremennys.144 In addition
to the Russian "Sunburn," the PRC has its own anti-ship cruise missiles,
the advanced C-801, for example, which it has sold to Iran. The PRC
is also developing a supersonic derivative of the Sunburn, which it may
have tested in January 2001.145 The PRC may have tested the Russian
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Sunburn in February 2001.146
To improve its submarine forces, the PRC has bought four Russian
Kilo class submarines, 50 wake homing torpedoes, and the Russian
Shkval rocket torpedo that travels at 200 knots.147 It is building the first
of a new class of nuclear power attack submarines, Project 093, with the
aid of Russian technicians at Huludao, to replace the unreliable Han
class.148 Its Project 094 ballistic missile submarine, which will carry the
JL-2 SLBM (Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile), is still in design.
The PRC's acquisition of Kilo submarines is significant. Its Kilos
pose a threat to the United States as well as Taiwan. Kilos are among
the quietest conventional submarines in the world. Coupled with the
PRC's Song class, they provide a generational leap in the PRC's
submarine technology.149 Compared to Sovremenny destroyers, "the
four quiet Kilo SS submarines might represent a greater threat to naval
forces in Asia."150
The PRC is also building an aircraft carrier, has a large stock of
intelligent mines, and is developing its amphibious capability.151 Four
new 5,000 ton Yuting landing ships have been completed in the past
year (2000), bringing the total number of these ships to 10. In 2000 the
PRC's capacity to transport at sea was assessed at 11,000 troops and
250 main battle tanks.152 The PRC can use other transports, small
craft, and destroyers to increase its amphibious capability. In the
narrow Straits of Taiwan the turnaround time for amphibious ships and
craft would be very short. There is little reason to doubt the PRC's
ability to carry out an amphibious invasion of Taiwan, or assert its naval
superiority by blocking the island's ports.153
The PRC's preparations against Taiwan include extensive training
in artillery and ballistic missiles, information warfare, and plans to
counter U.S. forces. It includes exercises for invasion. In addition, the
PLA is training its officers to win in any high-tech conflict.154 To assist
it in high-tech warfare, the PLA has implemented a new battle
management system called Qu Dian, for coordinating and supporting
its aircraft, ships, submarines, and ground forces.155
Like the U.S.-led coalition victory over Saddam Hussein in Desert
Storm, Qu Dian is a major force multiplier relying on satellites such as
the PRC's Feng Huo-1, the first of several military communication
satellites for Qu Dian launched on January 26, 2000. It is similar to the
Pentagon's Joint Tactical Information Distribution System, or JTIDS,
and boasts a "secure, jam-resistant, high capacity data link
communication system for use in a tactical combat."156 It adds to the
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PLA's computer-based warfighting simulation system given it by the
U.S. Army in 1998.157 Qu Dian and Feng Huo-1 illustrate the PRC's
increasing reliance on space. The PRC sees its space program as
providing it with the means to evade the proposed U.S. theater and
national missile defenses by taking advantage of low-power space rocket
technology to enable the PRC's missiles or warheads to conduct evasive
maneuvers, changing trajectory to evade an interceptor.158
In addition, the PRC is developing long-range cruise missiles, the
HungNiao, or HN-1 and HN-2, which will have ranges of 1,300 km and
3,000 km respectively. These cruise missiles, like the PRC's
intermediate and long-range ballistic missiles, will substantially increase
its ability to project power across Asia and the Pacific.159
The PLA's training in high-tech warfare comes as it upgrades the
education of its officers to increase their technological skills. The PLA
now boasts 26,000 college graduates with doctorates and masters
degrees. In the Second Artillery Force, in charge of strategic and
conventional missiles and related high-technology combat, more than
90 percent of its combat units have qualified engineers in command.160
The PLA wants even more officers with college degrees. It sees
leadership in technology as critical to its success in high-tech warfare
against Taiwan, Japan, and the United States.161 It has established five
universities - the universities of national defense science and
technology, information engineering, science and engineering, naval
engineering, and air force engineering - to assist in the training of its
officers.162
The PRC's growing leadership in high-tech warfare comes in part
from its growth in commercial electronics. The PRC is expected to
become one of the world's top producers of information technology
hardware in the next five years, fueled in part by international
investments from Taiwan, United States, and other countries. In
domestic consumption, the PRC's internet access soared 91 percent in
2000, and personal computer sales were expected to increase 20 to 30
percent. Every year, the PRC reportedly produces 400,000 engineers,
equivalent to half the total engineering population in Silicon Valley,
and nearly five times the number at Hsinchu Science Park in Taiwan.163
The PRC's burgeoning commercial information technology industry
and improvements to the technical education of the People's Liberation
Army represent a vast pool of technological talent it will be able to
draw on in future conflicts with the United States. The U.S. needs to
recognize the challenge it faces in technical education - math, science,
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and engineering. As with Sputnik in 1957, the PRC's technological
advances challenge U.S. education.
Military Exercises
The PRC's preparations for war against Taiwan and to ward off
any effort by the United States to aid Taiwan include extensive military
exercises. In May 2001 the PRC conducted large-scale joint warfighting
exercises in the South China Sea from Hainan Island to the Spratly
Islands, and in May-June 2001 amphibious exercises centered around
Dongshan Island.
The scale and sophistication of these exercises deserve comment,
more than the remark of their being "not unusual" according to the
U.S. State Department.164 The large-scale beach landing exercises
centered on Dongshan Island, for example, reportedly involved 100,000
troops and over 200 amphibious vessels, along with naval and air forces,
and was the largest such exercise since 1996.165 The scale, at corps or
army level, is the same scale that would be used to attack Taiwan or
overrun its outlying islands.
These exercises also deserve comment for their planning to attack
and occupy Taiwan's offshore islands, and counterattack U.S. military
intervention.166 This type of attack would mark an encirclement of
Taiwan. The exercises, lasting for two weeks, involved advanced fighter
planes, warships, missiles, and electronic-warfare equipment, and would
provide realism and depth to the PRC's introduction of new tactics.167
They included simulated attacks on U.S. aircraft carriers.168
The timing of these exercises occurred just as in late May of 2001
the PRC's northern fleet practiced a "rapid dispersal exercise" that
would be done in the event of an approaching storm or imminent
hostile action.169
The amphibious exercises follow the PRC's large-scale military
exercises in the South China Sea that were noted as "unusual," and a
step in the buildup of its forces for conducting operations further from
the Chinese mainland. The exercises included the use of Woody Island
in the Paracel Islands, with its long runway and fuel depot.170
The PRC's military exercises are pointed at the United States,
Taiwan, and Japan, and are intended as a reminder of its growing
capabilities.120 In October 2000, the PRC's ground forces, missile corps
and naval units mobilized 10,000 soldiers in its largest public display of
weapons and skills since 1964. As reported by the Associated Press:
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Helicopters, small naval vessels, armored vehicles, missile batteries
and an array of other weapon systems took part in the
demonstrations held at three locations in northern China and in the
Bohai Gulf ... "High-tech training is crucial to fighting and winning
a war under the conditions of modern high-technology," CCTV
quoted Jiang telling troops and more than 100 generals standing at
attention before him.172
Significantly, the PRC's October 2000 war exercises included new
capabilities to attack stealth aircraft and cruise missiles, making it clear
how the PRC views the United States and is preparing to counter its
most sophisticated weapons.173 This view is corroborated, for example,
how in 1998 when the PRC issued a white paper on national defense
it mentioned the United States 10 times each positively, but in 2000
when it issued its new white paper on defense, in thirteen references to
the United States, all but two were negative.174
In addition, the PRC's flight tests of its new DF-31 ICBM in
November and December of 2000 were meant to warn the United
States against selling arms to Taiwan in spite of downplaying by the
Pentagon.175
Other Chinese military exercises have been aimed at U.S. forces.
For example, in September 2000 the Pentagon monitored a Chinese
exercise involving a mock seaborne blockade of Taiwan with two U.S.
aircraft carrier groups. Surprisingly, the PLA had the U.S. carriers just
sit there, instead of intervene, possibly because the PLA believes the
United States will not risk the loss of life to help defend Taiwan.176
The PLA believes the United States can be easily intimidated,
especially if casualties would result. For example, when U.S. Admiral
Dennis Blair met privately in Beijing with top PLA generals just before
the Chinese military exercises in September 2000, and told them the
United States is prepared to defend Taiwan if the PRC attacks, the
PLA generals dismissed his statement as "laughable bluster."177 As
noted by Richard Halloran, in September 2000 one Chinese academic
flatly declared that, "The U.S. will not fight for Taiwan."178
The PRC's wargames against Taiwan have also focused on using
electronic equipment to destroy computer and communication systems.
The PRC has practiced information warfare against Taiwan since 1985.
In August 1999 Chinese computer hackers, angered by former President
Lee Teng-hui's statement that Taiwan's relations with Beijing were on
a "special state-to-state" basis, launched a cyberwar to destroy the
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websites of several Taiwanese government agencies.179
The PRC's growing information warfare capability has led Taiwan's
Ministry of National Defense to rate it as a direct threat to Taiwan.180
Even the U.S. Space Commander, Air Force General Ralph E.
Eberhart, who is in charge of U.S. information warfare, has said he is
worried about the PRC's growing ability to conduct computer warfare
attacks against U.S. military networks.181
The PLA has made rapid advances in its communications and
command and control. For example, it has rapidly advanced a national
"plug and play" fiber-optic network to secure its military
communications.182 It tested it in December 2000.137 The PRC's
development of high-tech warfare is shifting the balance of power
across the Taiwan Strait. As reported by the International Herald
Tribune in February 2000:
In its current configuration, Taiwan's military will have trouble
confronting the newly high-tech Chinese Army . . .184
And the PLA has practiced information warfare. For example, in
July 2000 troops from the PLA's Nanjing military region carried out a
series of warfare simulations using internet "cyber drills." The drills
included hacking and virus traps, and were focused on combating
infiltration and sabotage: more than 2,000 computer viruses were used,
having been developed for practice and attack.185
The PLA has practiced large-scale amphibious exercises to simulate
an invasion of Taiwan repeatedly. For example, in August 2000 it held
exercises off the coast of Fujian province involving PLA marines and
a Sovremenny destroyer.186 In July 2000 it held live-fire drills in a
coastal area across the Taiwan Strait.187 This followed other live-fire
drills held in late May, mid-June, and late June 2000.188
In January 2001, in a step toward realism, the PLA staged a
large-scale logistics exercise involving the resupply of ammunition, and
the testing of Russian laser-guided missiles. It featured the re-supply
of ammunition from inland to the coast using railways, demonstrating
an improvement in PLA logistics, and a large improvement in its battle
management capability.189
PLA battle management is expected to continue to improve as it
intensifies combined services training in tandem with its military
technology development and arms buildup. In addition, the PLA is
expected to step up its cross-military region and combined service
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training drills, reflecting, in part, U.S. influence and training.190
Chinese/Russian Cooperation
A point that is often overlooked by the United States but should
be of paramount importance in forging its military forces, strategy,
doctrine, and diplomacy, in February of 2001 Russia conducted military
exercises simulating air and missile strikes against U.S. forces defending
Taiwan that were the largest it has held in a decade.191
The exercises included Russian nuclear cruise missile strikes on
U.S. forces in the region, including troops in South Korea and Japan,
from Russian Tu-22 bombers. It included test firing of three
nuclear-armed ballistic missiles from land-based mobile launchers and
a submarine. It included cooperation with the Vice-Chairman of the
PRC's Central Military Commission, Zhang Wannian.192
These exercises recognize the strategic alliance between Russia and
the PRC which they intend to formalize by treaty in July 2001. The
treaty will provide for "joint resistance to the aggression against either
of the two sides." This means, in particular, unconditional support of
the PRC by Russia with all its military resources in case of Sino-U.S.
military conflict.193 It is noteworthy Russia is buttressing its long-range
bombers in the Far East, which are in a position to threaten Alaska and
other U.S. positions.194
The significance of these Russian and Chinese exercises should not
be lost. They should raise the level of debate over a U.S. national
missile defense and its need to re-build its military strength by an order
of magnitude. While Russian conventional forces have largely
deteriorated, Russia has retained much of its strength in long-range
ballistic missiles and nuclear weapons. The implications of this
Chinese-Russian alliance have yet to be addressed in public debate and
discussion within the United States.
Obsolescence of U.S. Carrier Groups
The PRC's development of military exercises simulating the
involvement of U.S. aircraft carriers needs to be noted. Since 1996
when the United States sent two aircraft carriers to waters near Taiwan,
the PLA Navy has built itself up in training, doctrine, and weapons to
defeat U.S. aircraft carriers.
The PLA's buildup of weapons includes its Sovremenny-class
destroyers and supersonic, sea-skimming SS-N-22 "Sunburn" cruise
missile designed to attack U.S. aircraft carriers. The collision of a U.S.
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EP-3 reconnaissance aircraft with a Chinese J-8 fighter evidently
occurred as the EP-3 was observing a Sovremenny destroyer preparing
to test-fire a Sunburn cruise missile.195
The PLA's buildup includes a joint effort with Russia to produce
the Zvezda Kh-31P mod-2 supersonic cruise missile for attacking Aegis
cruisers and destroyers that are used to screen and protect U.S.
carriers.196 It includes Kilo-class submarines, wake-homing torpedoes
and Shkval rocket torpedoes. The PLA has extended the range and
duration of its submarine patrols, and one of its submarines escaped
U.S. detection.197
During the Cold War the lifetime of an American carrier against
a Russian attack - especially an attack involving submarines - was
estimated at forty-eight hours. The PRC's acquisition of Russian
weapons and training against U.S. carriers must be expected to shorten
their operational lifetime in a battle.
In contrast to the PRC's capabilities which now would make it
possible for them to threaten and attack U.S. aircraft carriers, the
United States has not introduced new weapons or warships on the same
scale as the PRC. It has not trained against an improved Chinese Navy
using Russian weapons in the Taiwan Strait. It has not added to its
number of aircraft carriers, counting itself fortunate, instead, to be able
to maintain their numbers. Rather, the United States has retired a
number of warships.
In the event of a PRC attack on the offshore islands of Kinmen
and Matsu, and subsequently extending to the Pescadores, a U.S.
response involving its aircraft carriers would be likely to be attended by
grave danger in spite of optimistic assessments by the commander of
the U.S. 7th fleet.198
The Middle East
Finally, there is one other factor that is often overlooked when
assessing the PRC/Taiwan situation. This is the PRC's strategic alliance
with Saddam Hussein. This alliance, formalized in a treaty at the end
of 2000, marks an extension of PRC influence into the Middle East.199
A PRC/Iraqi military alliance poses immense problems to any U.S.
attempt to intervene to protect Taiwan in the event of an outright
attack from the Chinese mainland. The outbreak of war in two diverse
theaters that are geographically far removed from the United States
would present a major problem to the U.S., requiring long support
lines. Furthermore, a U.S. military response in the Middle East would
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have to take into consideration Saddam Hussein's possible possession
of nuclear or other weapons of mass destruction, which would
substantially effect the degree of the logistical stress.200 The benefits to
Saddam Hussein of his alliance with the PRC include improvements to
his air defense, illustrated in the January 2001 U.S. bombing raids
against Iraq where Chinese technicians were laying fiber-optic
communication cables between Iraqi radar sites, control centers, and
surface-to-air missile batteries.201
Through Saddam Hussein, the PRC has placed itself in a position
of strategic advantage threatening the flow of oil from the Middle East
to the Far East - Japan, Taiwan, and South Korea - as well as Western
Europe and the United States. This would give the PRC substantial
leverage in the event it decided to use force against Taiwan.
Ultimately, a U.S. response to defend Taiwan will depend not only
on its perception as to what is vital for its own defense and its
willingness to continue to support the PRC military build-up by an
ongoing massive trade imbalance with that country, but also on its
commitment to the rights of self-determination contained in the United
Nations and Atlantic Charters. In addition to issues of American selfinterest, at stake over Taiwan are the basic rights of independence,
sovereignty, freedom, and the right of self-determination that marked
the end of colonialism in Africa and Asia after World War II.
Appeasement of the PRC over Taiwan would mark a new era of
international tyranny - a fresh willingness to acquiesce in the use of
force to subjugate free people.
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Arab Political Organizations within the Israeli State
Adham Saouli1
American University of Beirut
This article studies the political organization of the Arab
minority in Israel up until the time of the recent disturbances. The
primary concern of the article is to shed light on the development of
Arab political organization and Arab political significance on Israeli
politics. The paper examines four main research components: (1)
nature and scope of Arab political organizations, (2) Arab-Jewish
relations in Israel, (3) level and significance of Arab political
organizations, and (4) impact of the Arab-Israeli conflict on Arab
political organizations and Arab-Jewish relations in the Israeli state.
Until the current year there were indications that Arab political
influence within the Israeli state was becoming more evident. The
future cannot be foreseen at the present time.
Key Words: Israel, Arab-Jewish conflict, Israeli Basic Law, Knesset, Mapai,
Hadash, Likud, Israeli Labor Party, Israeli Communist Party, Histadrut, Azmi
Bishara.

Since the declaration of the State of Israel in 1948, the Arab-Israeli
conflict and the plight of the displaced Palestinians in Arab countries
has attracted the attention of the whole world, particularly Arab and
Muslim states. However, far less attention was given to the Palestinian
Arabs who remained in Israel after the war in 1948. As the Arab-Israeli
conflict took different forms after the wars of 1948, 1956 and
particularly the Six Day War in 1967 and as the Arabs became able to
see the concreteness of the idea of Jewish state in Palestine, the world
started to turn its attention to the Arab minority. The Arab public and
the displaced Palestinians had diverse perceptions of the "Palestinians
of 1948", as they came to be called. Some believed they were patriotic
because they remained in their lands, others claimed that they
neglected the Palestinian cause by collaborating with and recognizing
the "Zionist entity."
The Arab minority was culturally, socially and economically distinct
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